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AN AMAZON #1 BESTSELLING HORROR TITLE.

Short description: A historical horror novel/ghost story based on what is perhaps the most well-documented
poltergeist case to occur in the United States. The Bell Witch is, at once, a historical novel, a ghost story, a
horror story and a love story all rolled into one. “An outstanding read by one of my favorite horror writers of
all time.” ~ Rhiannon Elizabeth Irons, TrulyDisturbing.com

Extended description: The Bell Witch by John F.D. Taff is an historical horror novel/ghost story based on
what is perhaps the most well-documented poltergeist case to occur in the United States. It tells the story of
the Bells, an early 19th-century Tennessee farm family who begin to notice strange occurrences—odd
noises, bangings, gurglings. Eventually, an entity reveals itself to the family, calling itself, simply, the Witch,
and makes it clear from the outset that it was sent to kill the patriarch of the family, John Bell, for a reason it
never makes quite clear.

The Witch’s antics, while not exactly endearing it to the Bells, make the spirit somewhat of a novelty. Word
of its existence spreads, first through the Bell’s slaves, then through the rest of the community. It tells jokes,
makes predictions, offers unwanted advice and even sings. It shows an intimate knowledge of The Bible and
of history and politics.

It harasses those who annoy it most, saving its ire for John Bell and his teenage daughter, Betsy. These two
people become the focus of the apparition’s attacks, both verbal and physical. Ultimately, the Witch fulfills
its promise of killing John Bell, while also forcing Betsy and her mother, Lucy, into considering their own
roles in what created the spirit.

The Bell Witch is, at once, a historical novel, a ghost story, a horror story and a love story all rolled into one.

“An outstanding read by one of my favorite horror writers of all time.”
~ Rhiannon Elizabeth Irons, TrulyDisturbing.com

“A compelling ghost story like no other, which will haunt you long after the last page.”
~ John Milton, Horror Reviewer at AndyErupts.com

“A classic ghost story full of creepy sounds, scary nights, and top-notch dialogue. Fans of great ghost stories
now have cause for celebration.”
~ Gabino Iglesias, HorrorTalk.com

“If you enjoy scares and surprises, skillfully wrought human drama, and dark secrets, you must read The Bell
Witch.”
~ Award-Winning Author, Erik T. Johnson.

“An American Haunting meets Casper. Kept me entertained the whole time!”
~ Ann Hale, Pop-Break.com



“I enjoyed it quite a bit. The Bell Witch will haunt you long after you finish this well-crafted, all-American
ghost story.”
~ Rob Errera, Author of Hangman’s Jam
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From reader reviews:

Kim Bartlett:

Often the book The Bell Witch has a lot info on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot of
gain. The book was published by the very famous author. Tom makes some research before write this book.
This book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after reading this article book.

Joel Fallis:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always try to and must have the time or they will get lots of
stress from both everyday life and work. So , once we ask do people have spare time, we will say absolutely
yes. People is human not just a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity do you possess when the
spare time coming to you of course your answer will certainly unlimited right. Then do you try this one,
reading publications. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the book you have read is
The Bell Witch.

Harriet Dupree:

You may spend your free time to read this book this guide. This The Bell Witch is simple to bring you can
read it in the area, in the beach, train along with soon. If you did not possess much space to bring the printed
book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can save often the book in
your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Willie Isaac:

In this particular era which is the greater individual or who has ability to do something more are more special
than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you need
to do is just spending your time little but quite enough to experience a look at some books. Among the books
in the top list in your reading list will be The Bell Witch. This book which can be qualified as The Hungry
Mountains can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking up and review this reserve you can get
many advantages.
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